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The sheer size of the universe of molecules (variously estimated to be between 1040  and 1060 [1]) 
is daunting. The number of molecules in a particular library or collection has, until recently, 
dictated the methods that can be used to search it; only very rapid graph-based methods were fast 
enough to search hundreds of millions of molecules in a reasonable time and with reasonable 
computational resources [2]. However, the advent of the cloud as a routine compute resource 
enables new approaches to the rapid searching of previously intractably large chemical spaces, as 
it allows cost-effective access to both CPU and GPU-enabled search.  
 
In this presentation we will demonstrate shape similarity searching with FastROCS [3], the GPU 
version of the widely used lead discovery tool ROCS [4]. We will briefly present how porting to 
the GPU enabled us to accelerate shape searching by over 3 orders of magnitude and yet maintain 
identical virtual screening performance. The unprecedented speed of the current version of 
FastROCS (> 20 million molecules/GPU/minute) enables searching of enormous libraries in a 
matter of minutes. We will illustrate this capability by searching parts of the Enamine REAL 
library [5].  
 
Searching the full Enamine REAL database (1.4 Billion enumerated molecules) requires the great 
parallelizability of computation on the cloud. We will present results on searching the entirety of 
the REAL library using both FastROCS and OpenEye’s high-throughput docking tool [6], FRED. 
To our knowledge these are the largest scale virtual screens so far conducted, being over an order 
of magnitude larger than the largest screens reported to date [7]. 
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